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scams (http://www.scam.com/index.php)  

-   MLM / Pyramid Scams (http://www.scam.com/forumdisplay.php?f=11)  

-   -   Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) (http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?t=13128)  

 

 

spanky 07-09-2006 02:27 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Soapboxmom  

Thank you very much! Welcome to our humble little thread. With Phinnly Slash Buster, 

OpenQuestion, Renloyx, the411, Yossarian, txfan, Wishyouknew, BIGfranky, and you here I 

think SoapBoxDad will have his hands full. Perhaps Poweroldglory will come on and assist our 

beleaguered Sudsy Daddio.  

 

I am honored to be posting with all of you! I think ol' Timmy boy underestimated us! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

http://scam.com/showthread.php?t=805...ght=soapboxmom 

 

 

Hey soapboxmom i doubt you remember making this comment on the PAS thread but i think the 

same thing could be said about A.C.: 

 

It sure is interesting that when the anti-MLMers get organized and start a 2 pronged 

attack our yellow-bellied coward MLMers turn tail and run. I am still waiting for them to 

bring some real facts to the table. What are the high, low and average rep earnings and the 

percentage at each level. What is the dropout rate and the current number of reps. How 
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many have gotten a full refund at the year mark. Prospective reps need this info to make an 

informed decision. Let's see some facts now PAS reps! 

 

Soapboxmom 07-09-2006 08:42 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Spanky, 

 

Long time no see my great scambusting friend. You made an excellent point. The minute the 

heat is on our scamming goons at AC threaten us with lawsuits and then as the yellow bellied 

cowards they are they high tail it out of here. I hope you will stick around. SoapBoxDad 

promised to stay with us for the long haul, but obviously he has as much integrity as Timmy boy 

and Wacko Jacko and is not keeping his word. Good thing we scambusters have 

Sustained Unwavering Belief!!! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

deepsouth 07-10-2006 08:14 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Is it true that AC plans to sue the BBB? If so, I will contact the BBB. I do have legitimate issues 

against them. Hopefully others won't be harmed by this group. 

 

Wishyouknew 07-11-2006 04:55 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Yes, its true. Wacko Jacko's cousin Aaron spilled the beans on another thread that disappeared 

about 6 months ago or so.  

And as you can see by the E-mail Tim sent to all of us reps. 

 

You should contact them at www.dallas.bbb.org 

 

Also contact the Attorney General and FTC. 

 

I am sorry you have had to deal with this.  

 

Best of Luck. 

 

 

What happen to Soapboxdad and Poweroldglory? 

http://www.dallas.bbb.org/


 

yossarian 07-11-2006 10:21 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
What happen to Soapboxdad and Poweroldglory?  

 

They are busy praying for our hethan souls from atop a towering mountain of cash formed from 

the financial wreckage they have laid upon hundreds of their fellow Christians. 

 

deepsouth 07-12-2006 08:56 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Yes, its true. Wacko Jacko's cousin Aaron spilled the beans on another thread that disappeared 

about 6 months ago or so.  

And as you can see by the E-mail Tim sent to all of us reps. 

 

You should contact them at www.dallas.bbb.org 

 

Also contact the Attorney General and FTC. 

 

I am sorry you have had to deal with this.  

 

Best of Luck. 

 

 

What happen to Soapboxdad and Poweroldglory? 

 

Thanks. I will. 

 

deepsouth 07-12-2006 10:25 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Message to other former AC members: 
 

http://www.dallas.bbb.org/


I've gotten private messages from some of you. I am sorry to hear about your losses. 

 

I feel that I was mislead too. Don't be too mad at yourself for being trusting of others. I don't 

consider that to be a character flaw. In fact, that's just the way I am too. I've been burned a few 

times before for being this way. I've also learned that I probably cannot change the way I am. 

Truthfully, I don't want to change to where I am not trusting of others. Again, don't be too hard 

on yourself for being trusting of others. 

 

Message to anyone considering joining AC: 
 

Please read this thread carefully before you spend any of your hard-earned money. I don't want 

to see anyone get hurt. 

 

Phinnly Slash Buster 07-12-2006 05:16 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Soapboxmom  

Thank you very much! Welcome to our humble little thread. With Phinnly Slash Buster, 

OpenQuestion, Renloyx, the411, Yossarian, txfan, Wishyouknew, BIGfranky, and you here I 

think SoapBoxDad will have his hands full. Perhaps Poweroldglory will come on and assist our 

beleaguered Sudsy Daddio.  

 

I am honored to be posting with all of you! I think ol' Timmy boy underestimated us! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

To all, 

Thanks for the kind words Soapboxmom. I find this thread endlessly amusing and visit here 

often even when I don't post. 

On dad, PG and other defenders of AC: 

I find them absolutely baffling. Text book cases of extreme arrogance and stupidity.  

It seems they have also neglected the cardinal rule of litigation, always the first advise a lawyer 

will give. 

S-T-F-U 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-12-2006 07:17 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Wishyouknew, it is so sad that you feel you are insulated and protected from sharing your 



inaccuracies and outright hate-filled lies here. You have SoapBoxMom to thank for that false 

sense of security. SBM seems to know Dr. Taylor quite well. I can imagine a very interesting 

conversation under oath. Dr. Taylor, do you know SoapBoxMom, WishYouKnew and other 

participants on scam.com? Well, I, ah, they are protected by their anonymous usernames there, 

aren't they? Answer the question Dr. Taylor.  

 

What fun :)  

 

The great thing about the truth is it is the truth whether you decide to believe it or not.  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Also if you have done your homework on Scam.com nobody with Scam.com can possibly be 

reached to subpoena anything. As when you ask. They will tell you this site is based out of the 

country.  

Also the Internet Service Provider I use changes everyones IP Address every day because of 

that very thing.  

So tell Tim Darnells lawyers to have fun trying..  

 

Much like the BBB, Scam.com is protected by the United States Constitution. 

 
 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-12-2006 07:30 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

411, this is such a tired argument. 95% of Realtors wash out and do not earn a full time living; 

90% of small businesses fail in the first 5 years according to D&B. The fact is the variable is in 

the person's hands building the business. We live in a microwave society and people jump from 

thing to thing looking to get rich quick. If that is what they are looking for, they should look 

somewhere else.  

 

Those who oppose AC and are justifying their means on this board simply refuse the value 

proposition. I know first hand the "use value" offered and it is highly differentiated in the 

marketplace. 

 

Your MMC-IV conference purchase also includes: 

 

• The richest Christian Entrepreneurial and Wealth Mentoring Environment available. Over 100 

hours of ongoing training calls regarding the subjects of cutting-edge marketing, advertising, and 

enterprise development are available annually. 

 

• FIFTY TWO (52), Hour-Long, Millionaire Mindset Teleconferences that occur on a weekly 



basis beginning the day you purchase your MMC-IV ticket. This is weekly empowerment and 

insight that will cause you to look at your business and finances through “fresh, more productive 

eyes”.  

 

• The “MMC Advantage – First Right of Refusal” – All subsequent Millionaire Mindset 

Conferences offer First Right of Refusal to former Attendees to lock in their seating and 

attendance at the next Conference. Those who have attended in the past gain the advantage of 

“pre-seating” and priority treatment from AC Corporate.  

 

• The “MMC Advantage - Super Discount” – A full Ninety (90) Percent Discount off the initial 

ticket price on All Subsequent Conferences! For only $995.00, you will have the right to attend 

future conferences if you so desire. The “MMC Advantage” assures “ONGOING” education and 

advice from the Millionaire Mentors acquired by Advantage Conferences. One Conference is 

great, and a life-time of attendance will greatly enhance your ongoing odds of success! 

 

• A professional Personalized Marketing Website including AC’s 3 Simple Steps to help others 

find out about the Conference and other aspects of Advantage Conferences, including The 

Treasures for the Kingdom Foundation that assists underprivileged and needy; and The Footsteps 

of Faith Messenger. 

 

• A Web Resource Center for further training and access to multiple archived Training Calls 

accessible 24/7 at no charge in downloadable audio file format. 

 

• Three ‘One on One’ Private Consulting Sessions (30 minutes each). Consult with experienced, 

insightful Christian believers who have your best interest in mind and want to see you successful.  

 

• Spouse Attendance at the current MMC and all subsequently purchased MMCs for absolutely 

FREE!  

 

• SIX Millionaire 90 Minute Intensives – at each Millionaire Mindset Conference.  

 

• FREE Distribution Rights – for Advantage Conferences Founder and President, Tim Darnell’s 

powerful new book, SLAY YOUR GIANT to ANY AND ALL of the recipients of your choice! 

Imagine the lives you can positively impact by ‘giving away’ this valuable, life-changing book 

away for absolutely free!  

 

Be blessed everyone. I am off to build my AC business. There is no other place that I would 

rather be.  

 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by the411  

vamapega,  

 



 

"Serious Question of Ethics: I find it unconscionable that companies promote an income 

opportunity at which the overwhelming majority of people fail. The people who are exceptions 

to this statement (those who do succeed) comprise such a small percentage of people that it is a 

blatant misrepresentation for a company to parade their “stud’s” success in front of the 

unsuspecting public and say the opportunity is for everybody."--Tim Darnell 

 

 

If the evidence on this thread is not to your liking Vamapega, perhaps you should call Tim 

personally and ask him about the "FACTS." Ask him about the performance of his Reps joining 

at all levels. This may help you in your "neutral" pursuit of truth. Good Luck. 

 
 

 

spanky 07-12-2006 07:33 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Wishyouknew, it is so sad that you feel you are insulated and protected from sharing your 

inaccuracies and outright hate-filled lies here. You have SoapBoxMom to thank for that false 

sense of security. SBM seems to know Dr. Taylor quite well. I can imagine a very interesting 

conversation under oath. Dr. Taylor, do you know SoapBoxMom, WishYouKnew and other 

participants on scam.com? Well, I, ah, they are protected by their anonymous usernames there, 

aren't they? Answer the question Dr. Taylor.  

 

What fun :)  

 

The great thing about the truth is it is the truth whether you decide to believe it or not. 

 

 

WHoa Welcome back my good scamming friend!! I see that your Back from "vacation"... So 

soapboxdad....let me be very Blunt with you.....How much more money have you conned out of 

innocent christian Folks....LAst we heard you screwed over $200k. Innocent christian people are 

being hurt big time from heavy hitters and scammers such as yourself....We know you like to 

twist religion and use it in sick ways to garner your recruits into this Pyramid....Why not give us 

an Update on your earnings that you've screwed from innocent people?....Im sure your well 

aware.... there are alot of people that think your a scammer.....Ren, big franky, soapboxmom, 

wishyouknew, openquestion, deepsouth, yossarian, unlucky36, the 411 and myself that think 

your a "yellow bellied coward" and lets be honest soapboxdad you are a coward... you've 

screwed $200k out of innocent christian folks......Why dont you just leave Soaspboxdad...if you 

had any sort of integrity you'd leave and never come back......We dont like people like 

you....people who screw others (especially $200k) are the deepest scumbags there are ....and your 



one of them....Now go grab your bone and chew you scammer!!!!!!! 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-12-2006 07:37 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Actually, a rep can get started for $59.95 and simply refer 3 sales to be qualified to receive 

commissions. There is no MMC purchase required to be involved with Advantage Conferences.  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by vamapega  

Actually, although I'm not sure about AC at this point, my biggest contention is the cost that 

one has to afford to make $7000 over and over again. $10,000 is a lot of money. 

 
 

 

spanky 07-12-2006 07:39 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Actually, a rep can get started for $59.95 and simply refer 3 sales to be qualified to receive 

commissions. There is no MMC purchase required to be involved with Advantage Conferences. 

 

 

innocent people... this scammer has screwed $200k out of innocent christian folks in this treaded 

pyramid scheme 

 

 

soapboxdad is a 

scammer!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

BIGfranky75 07-12-2006 07:49 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  



Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Wishyouknew, it is so sad that you feel you are insulated and protected from sharing your 

inaccuracies and outright hate-filled lies here. You have SoapBoxMom to thank for that false 

sense of security. SBM seems to know Dr. Taylor quite well. I can imagine a very interesting 

conversation under oath. Dr. Taylor, do you know SoapBoxMom, WishYouKnew and other 

participants on scam.com? Well, I, ah, they are protected by their anonymous usernames there, 

aren't they? Answer the question Dr. Taylor.  

 

What fun :)  

 

The great thing about the truth is it is the truth whether you decide to believe it or not. 

 

WOW! 

 

i knew that we were really getting to them (Tim, Greg, and the other Lying, Cheating, Scamming 

AC Cronies) with the way in which they have stopped posting and were trying to ignore the 

posts on this thread....hoping that it would simply go away (which it wont)... 

 

but the fact that SBD would stoop so low as to try and THREATEN posters on this board has 

shown, beyond the shadow of a doubt, how much of an impact that this thread has made on AC's 

business. I am so glad to say that this website has definitely made an impact on the crooked, 

deceptive "business" that is the evil Advantage Conferences!!! dont worry folks, they might 

threaten, but they CANNOT back up their claims!!!! they havent backed up any claims yet, why 

would they start now? 

 

obviously they are running scared if they have resorted to threats!!! how Christian of you SBD! 

you are a disgrace... 

 

Tim, Greg, and the others have been completely discredited and their families have been shamed 

for their evil, deceptive behavior they have resorted to by bilking innocent people out of 

hundreds of thousands of dollars! their reputations have been destroyed and i am anxious to see 

how many people will be at the next conference!!! 

 

man o man, SBD....you have some nerve threatening people when you have no idea who any of 

us are, or where any of us live, especially when everyone on this board (whether they have 

posted or not) definitely know that both you and Tim will be at the Dallas-Ft. Worth Metroplex 

at the Hyatt Regency, Downtown Dallas, October 27 & 28!!!! that is, if this conference isnt 

canceled! 

 

the sickest part of this whole thing to me personally is the fact that SBD and Tim Darnell have 

the nerve to scam people in the name of Christ....how dare you.  

 

God is watching! 



 

SoapBoxDad 07-12-2006 07:53 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by vamapega  

I agree. Anyone can go to the local library to get this information, so why pay $10,000 for it? 

 

It is a legitimate question. 

 

I encourage anyone to be a lifelong learner and get their hands on everything they can regarding 

success, marketplace ministry, etc. There is a good reason that the best in sports and industry still 

pay for a coach vs. just going to a library. That is kind of laughable really although my guess is 

the negative people on this thread do not have a coach or Christian millionaire mentors sharing 

where the landmines are, etc. The school or hard knocks is a great teacher, BUT much more 

expensive that the MMC.  

 

I have my MBA and have built multiple million dollar businesses and I highly value the 

mentoring that I get every week on the Mindset calls and the MMC's that I have attended--3 

already, have been worth the price alone. I also use to bill out at over $2300 a day for my 

consulting services so I recognize the value we offer here.  

 

So, I won't convince anyone here on the value offered, and thank God I am not in the convincing 

business.  

 

Your MMC-IV purchase also includes: 

 

• The richest Christian Entrepreneurial and Wealth Mentoring Environment available. Over 100 

hours of ongoing training calls regarding the subjects of cutting-edge marketing, advertising, and 

enterprise development are available annually. 

 

• FIFTY TWO (52), Hour-Long, Millionaire Mindset Teleconferences that occur on a weekly 

basis beginning the day you purchase your MMC-IV ticket. This is weekly empowerment and 

insight that will cause you to look at your business and finances through “fresh, more productive 

eyes”.  

 

• The “MMC Advantage – First Right of Refusal” – All subsequent Millionaire Mindset 

Conferences offer First Right of Refusal to former Attendees to lock in their seating and 

attendance at the next Conference. Those who have attended in the past gain the advantage of 

“pre-seating” and priority treatment from AC Corporate.  

 

• The “MMC Advantage - Super Discount” – A full Ninety (90) Percent Discount off the initial 

ticket price on All Subsequent Conferences! For only $995.00, you will have the right to attend 



future conferences if you so desire. The “MMC Advantage” assures “ONGOING” education and 

advice from the Millionaire Mentors acquired by Advantage Conferences. One Conference is 

great, and a life-time of attendance will greatly enhance your ongoing odds of success! 

 

• A professional Personalized Marketing Website including AC’s 3 Simple Steps to help others 

find out about the Conference and other aspects of Advantage Conferences, including The 

Treasures for the Kingdom Foundation that assists underprivileged and needy; and The Footsteps 

of Faith Messenger. 

 

• A Web Resource Center for further training and access to multiple archived Training Calls 

accessible 24/7 at no charge in downloadable audio file format. 

 

• Three ‘One on One’ Private Consulting Sessions (30 minutes each). Consult with experienced, 

insightful Christian believers who have your best interest in mind and want to see you successful.  

 

• Spouse Attendance at the current MMC and all subsequently purchased MMCs for absolutely 

FREE!  

 

• SIX Millionaire 90 Minute Intensives – at each Millionaire Mindset Conference.  

 

• FREE Distribution Rights – for Advantage Conferences Founder and President, Tim Darnell’s 

powerful new book, SLAY YOUR GIANT to ANY AND ALL of the recipients of your choice! 

Imagine the lives you can positively impact by ‘giving away’ this valuable, life-changing book 

away for absolutely free! 

 

spanky 07-12-2006 07:57 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by BIGfranky75  

WOW! 

 

i knew that we were really getting to them (Tim, Greg, and the other Lying, Cheating, 

Scamming AC Cronies) with the way in which they have stopped posting and were trying to 

ignore the posts on this thread....hoping that it would simply go away (which it wont)... 

 

but the fact that SBD would stoop so low as to try and THREATEN posters on this board has 

shown, beyond the shadow of a doubt, how much of an impact that this thread has made on 

AC's business. I am so glad to say that this website has definitely made an impact on the 

crooked, deceptive "business" that is the evil Advantage Conferences!!! dont worry folks, they 

might threaten, but they CANNOT back up their claims!!!! they havent backed up any claims 

yet, why would they start now? 



 

obviously they are running scared if they have resorted to threats!!! how Christian of you SBD! 

you are a disgrace... 

 

Tim, Greg, and the others have been completely discredited and their families have been 

shamed for their evil, deceptive behavior they have resorted to by bilking innocent people out of 

hundreds of thousands of dollars! their reputations have been destroyed and i am anxious to 

see how many people will be at the next conference!!! 

 

man o man, SBD....you have some nerve threatening people when you have no idea who any of 

us are, or where any of us live, especially when everyone on this board (whether they have 

posted or not) definitely know that both you and Tim will be at the Dallas-Ft. Worth Metroplex 

at the Hyatt Regency, Downtown Dallas, October 27 & 28!!!! that is, if this conference isnt 

canceled! 

 

the sickest part of this whole thing to me personally is the fact that SBD and Tim Darnell have 

the nerve to scam people in the name of Christ....how dare you.  

 

God is watching! 

 

 

the sickest part of this whole thing to me personally is the fact that SBD and Tim Darnell 

have the nerve to scam people in the name of Christ....how dare you. 
 

i completely agree....it is absolutely disguisting that they use to religion to garner their 

recruits......but soapboxmom said it best in my opinion..these people like soapboxdad are "yellow 

bellied cowards" they are the deepest of the deep scumbags 

 

 

P.S. bigfranky i find it soo funny that the only thing soapboxdad can say to defend himself is to 

tell us that we are stating "inaccuracies"...lol lol What a scammer!!!... thats the only thing he can 

say to defend his pathetic A.C. and their pyramid scheme....lol lol 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-12-2006 08:09 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Spanky, bless those who persecute you. Have a blessed week and to think that you have any 

influence here, or to see SoapBoxMom praise Renloyx, Phinny, Wishyouknew, and others 

speaks volumes.  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by spanky  



innocent people... this scammer has screwed $200k out of innocent christian folks 

 
 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-12-2006 08:15 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

BigFrankly, I fasted from the garbage and negative thinking on this site and now I see why. Your 

post gets the most ridiculous post of the day. Kudos to you on that and I hope that works out for 

you. BTW, that is not a threat, simply reality for folks who think they can hide behind their 

profile. Have a blessed week. You and Spanky make a great team. I do encourage everyone to 

read through this entire thread, but don't eat before you do. 

 

spanky 07-12-2006 08:24 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Spanky, bless those who persecute you. Have a blessed week and to think that you have any 

influence here, or to see SoapBoxMom praise Renloyx, Phinny, Wishyouknew, and others 

speaks volumes. 

 

 

SCAMMER... im surprised you havent said "spanky i'll be praying for you"... you usually 

do????... Well i have a prayer request for you....when you pray for me soapboxdad heres what i 

want you to pray for: 

 

Lord.. i want you to give spanky the strength to warn innocent people from this pyramid 

scheme.... Lord i (soapboxdad) ask for forgiveness as well as i have screwed nearly $200k from 

your children. Lord i know what i did was wrong.... SCrewing people out $200k is very bad....a 

LOT of people were hurt...from the statistics there were a few heavy hitters and scammers like 

myself (soapboxdad) that reaped tremendous rewards but lord the majority failed...not because 

they failed lord but because i told them they wouldnt fail....innocent christian (your children) 

folks lost a lot of money lord....they will be hurting for a long time while i'll(soapboxdad) be 

living the fancy life at the expense of there loss... i just ask for your forgiveness lord... i pray this 

in your holy name........AMEN 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-12-2006 08:31 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 



  

Spanky, I did just pray for you, although it was for your discernment and heart. The Lord knows 

my heart much better than you and I would not be involved in this business if it was not God's 

will for me. My best to you. 

 

spanky 07-12-2006 08:36 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

BigFrankly, I fasted from the garbage and negative thinking on this site and now I see why. 

Your post gets the most ridiculous post of the day. Kudos to you on that and I hope that works 

out for you. BTW, that is not a threat, simply reality for folks who think they can hide behind 

their profile. Have a blessed week. You and Spanky make a great team. I do encourage 

everyone to read through this entire thread, but don't eat before you do. 

 

 

BigFrankly, I fasted from the garbage and negative thinking on this site and now I see why 
 

Negative thinking is all A.C. is... the only positive thinking are from heavy hitters and scammers 

like yourself!!!... SCAMMER!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

Your post gets the most ridiculous post of the day. Kudos to you on that and I hope that 

works out for you. 
 

im sure big franky will thank you for the compliment.... helping innocent people from scammers 

like you is very rewarding....Right big franky...:)... We gotta get our eyes open for scammers like 

soapboxdad!!! 

 

BTW, that is not a threat, simply reality for folks who think they can hide behind their 

profile.  

 

Almost every comment you make is a threat 

 

You and Spanky make a great team.  
 

Heck yes we do!!!!! but its not just big franky and i soapboxdad... its everyone on this thread 

(almost accept for you and poweroldglory who screw people)...Everyone who helps save 

innocent people from this scam... are on this Team....SOAPBOXDAD scammers like you get us 

angry so our team comes out in full force!!!! 

 

I do encourage everyone to read through this entire thread, but don't eat before you do 



 

i think i completely agree...don eat before reading this thread... if you do make sure you have 

barf bags handy.... you'll definately need them when you read what these scammers like 

soapboxdad and poweroldglory have to say!!!.... lol so yes...read away... but make sure you have 

barf bags handy!!... lol 

 

 

SOAPBOXDAD IS A 

SCAMMER!! HE'S 

SCREWED $200K OUT OF 

INNOCENT PEOPLE! 

 

spanky 07-12-2006 08:40 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Spanky, I did just pray for you, although it was for your discernment and heart. The Lord knows 

my heart much better than you and I would not be involved in this business if it was not God's 

will for me. My best to you. 

 

amen!!! Lets also Pray that no more innocent people get screwed by you also!! With A.C. being 

a pyramid scheme more people are bound to lose there money in this scam!!! being christian 

means not screwing other people out of their money.... 

 

Unlucky36 07-12-2006 08:51 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by spanky  



amen!!! Lets also Pray that no more innocent people get screwed by you also!! With A.C. being 

a pyramid scheme more people are bound to lose there money in this scam!!! being christian 

means not screwing other people out of their money.... 

 

 

LET'S GIVE SPANKY AN AMEN!!!!! :D YOU GO BOY! He reminds everyone that Real 

Christians DO NOT screw people over their money! :mad: 

 

spanky 07-12-2006 09:28 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Unlucky36  

LET'S GIVE SPANKY AN AMEN!!!!! :D YOU GO BOY! He reminds everyone that Real 

Christians DO NOT screw people over their money! :mad: 

 

 

Thanxs for the compliment unlucky! :).....It appears our good scamming friend soapboxdad has 

left us once again.....i just hope and pray that no more innocent people will get sucked into this 

scam......with A.C. having 500 members.....and a few heavy hitters and scammers (like 

soapboxdad and poweroldglory who reap tremendous rewards at the top of the pyramid scheme ) 

while the majority of people losing there money is unbariable for me..... We make an excellent 

team!! Everyone on this thread has contributed in some way (except the scammers!!) to help 

save innocent people from this scheme and attack the heavy hitters and scammers like 

soapboxdad. As a team we are able to do miraculous things!.... I have been trying to count 

everyone on this thread who has contributed to help save innocent people... and i cant...lol.... 

theres too many people that dont want scammers like soapboxdad and poweroldglory to screw 

more innocent people!!... that is incredible!!... i can tell you one thing... i can sure count the 

number of scammers on this thread (2)...lol......with this great team of ours(with a team of so 

many people that i cant even count) we just might be able to help save an innocent person from 

investing nearly $10k to these scammers like soapboxdad......Its truly disguisting in my opinion 

that they use religion to garner their recruits in this scheme....im sure they use christians because 

in my opinion a lot of people that are christians are to trusting so they are an easy targets.... its 

truly disguisting that A.C. uses religion 

 

Unlucky36 07-12-2006 10:32 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 



 
Originally Posted by spanky  

Thanxs for the compliment unlucky! :).....It appears our good scamming friend soapboxdad has 

left us once again.....i just hope and pray that no more innocent people will get sucked into this 

scam......with A.C. having 500 members.....and a few heavy hitters and scammers (like 

soapboxdad and poweroldglory who reap tremendous rewards at the top of the pyramid scheme 

) while the majority of people losing there money is unbariable for me..... We make an excellent 

team!! Everyone on this thread has contributed in some way (except the scammers!!) to help 

save innocent people from this scheme and attack the heavy hitters and scammers like 

soapboxdad. As a team we are able to do miraculous things!.... I have been trying to count 

everyone on this thread who has contributed to help save innocent people... and i cant...lol.... 

theres too many people that dont want scammers like soapboxdad and poweroldglory to screw 

more innocent people!!... that is incredible!!... i can tell you one thing... i can sure count the 

number of scammers on this thread (2)...lol......with this great team of ours(with a team of so 

many people that i cant even count) we just might be able to help save an innocent person from 

investing nearly $10k to these scammers like soapboxdad......Its truly disguisting in my opinion 

that they use religion to garner their recruits in this scheme....im sure they use christians 

because in my opinion a lot of people that are christians are to trusting so they are an easy 

targets.... its truly disguisting that A.C. uses religion 

 

 

Isn't it something how when you stand up to a scammer he runs and hides? That's why they're 

called hypocrites! They'll stab you in the back, lie to your face, team up with other scammers to 

make em feel big! They're all talk and evil. How in God's name can they use religion or the name 

of God! They have nothin to do with God. The devil themselves!! :mad: 

 

Unlucky36 07-12-2006 10:33 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by spanky  

Thanxs for the compliment unlucky! :).....It appears our good scamming friend soapboxdad has 

left us once again.....i just hope and pray that no more innocent people will get sucked into this 

scam......with A.C. having 500 members.....and a few heavy hitters and scammers (like 

soapboxdad and poweroldglory who reap tremendous rewards at the top of the pyramid scheme 

) while the majority of people losing there money is unbariable for me..... We make an excellent 

team!! Everyone on this thread has contributed in some way (except the scammers!!) to help 

save innocent people from this scheme and attack the heavy hitters and scammers like 

soapboxdad. As a team we are able to do miraculous things!.... I have been trying to count 

everyone on this thread who has contributed to help save innocent people... and i cant...lol.... 

theres too many people that dont want scammers like soapboxdad and poweroldglory to screw 

more innocent people!!... that is incredible!!... i can tell you one thing... i can sure count the 



number of scammers on this thread (2)...lol......with this great team of ours(with a team of so 

many people that i cant even count) we just might be able to help save an innocent person from 

investing nearly $10k to these scammers like soapboxdad......Its truly disguisting in my opinion 

that they use religion to garner their recruits in this scheme....im sure they use christians 

because in my opinion a lot of people that are christians are to trusting so they are an easy 

targets.... its truly disguisting that A.C. uses religion 

 

 

Isn't it something how when you stand up to a scammer he runs and hides? That's why they're 

called hypocrites! They'll stab you in the back, lie to your face, team up with other scammers to 

make em feel big! But, when you stand up to them when they're alone, they cry to mommy! 

They're all talk and evil. How in God's name can they use religion or the name of God! They 

have nothin to do with God. The devil themselves!! :mad: 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-12-2006 11:21 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Run and hide? No, it is called adding value to society and building a business vs. spending time 

with the hate-filled, anti-home business, and anti-Christian folks here. You should try it 

sometime. I associate with those making it happen, while others watch it happen, and you and 

your little friends here deny it is happening.  
 

You are a product of the choices that you make. You are a perfect example of why folks need to 

work on their mindset, IF they are going change their results. 

 

spanky 07-12-2006 11:39 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Run and hide? No, it is called adding value to society and building a business vs. spending time 

with the hate-filled, anti-home business, and anti-Christian folks here. You should try it 

sometime. I associate with those making it happen, while others watch it happen, and you and 

your little friends here deny it is happening.  
 

You are a product of the choices that you make. You are a perfect example of why folks need to 

work on their mindset, IF they are going change their results. 

 

Run and hide? No, it is called adding value to society  
 



Adding Value to society????? lol... What a buffoon!!! SCAMMER your hurting more people in 

A.C. than adding value to society...your pyramid scheme were the average rep is not even 

making one sale has no value you goof!! 

 

and building a business vs. spending time with the hate-filled 
 

if the business were legite... A.C. is a pyramid scheme 

 

You should try it sometime 
 

heck no....i dont have the heart to promote a Scam like A.C. where more people will lose than 

make money. 

 

 

I associate with those making it happen 
 

i actually believe you... you associate yourself with scammers like yourself! 

 

spanky 07-13-2006 12:10 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Unlucky36  

Isn't it something how when you stand up to a scammer he runs and hides? That's why they're 

called hypocrites! They'll stab you in the back, lie to your face, team up with other scammers to 

make em feel big! They're all talk and evil. How in God's name can they use religion or the 

name of God! They have nothin to do with God. The devil themselves!! :mad: 

 

gosh isnt that the truth.....Fits our scamming friend soapboxdad pretty well doesnt it?.....it makes 

me sick....good thing we have an excellen team (the size of a football team) that will attack these 

scammers like soapboxdad and poweroldglory here on this thread!!!... im proud to say that im 

apart of this team that attacks scammers and heavy hitters like soapboxdad :-) 

 

Unlucky36 07-13-2006 12:25 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by spanky  



gosh isnt that the truth.....Fits our scamming friend soapboxdad pretty well doesnt it?.....it 

makes me sick....good thing we have an excellen team (the size of a football team) that will 

attack these scammers like soapboxdad and poweroldglory here on this thread!!!... im proud to 

say that im apart of this team that attacks scammers and heavy hitters like soapboxdad :-) 

 

 

Yes we're a helluva team! WE ARE THE SAINTS!! :D OH WHEN THE SAINTS GO 

MARCHIN IN! OH WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHIN IN!! OH I'D LOVE TO BE IN 

THAT NUMBER!! OH WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHIN IN! 

 

WHO DAT SAY GONNA BEAT DEM SAINTS?? NOT THE SCAMMERS!!  

 

THE SAINTS WILL RUN THE SCAMMERS OUT OF THE NFL!! :D  

 

 

FINAL SCORE IN THE SUPERBOWL: SAINTS 45 SCAMMERS 0 

 

YAYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY :D 

 

Wishyouknew 07-13-2006 01:41 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Wishyouknew, it is so sad that you feel you are insulated and protected from sharing your 

inaccuracies and outright hate-filled lies here. You have SoapBoxMom to thank for that false 

sense of security. SBM seems to know Dr. Taylor quite well. I can imagine a very interesting 

conversation under oath. Dr. Taylor, do you know SoapBoxMom, WishYouKnew and other 

participants on scam.com? Well, I, ah, they are protected by their anonymous usernames there, 

aren't they? Answer the question Dr. Taylor.  

 

What fun :)  

 

The great thing about the truth is it is the truth whether you decide to believe it or not. 

 

 

Soapboxdad, 

 

You can ask Dr. Taylor all the questions you want. He honestly would have zero clue as to who 

we are.  

 

I myself can not confirm Soapboxmom is a female or a mother for that matter.  



 

I have never met anyone from scam.com in person other the PoweroldGlory whom I am sure is 

Tim Darnell. 

 

Again, good luck with all your lawsuits.  

I would love it if the Judge or Jury were given a copy of this thread on scam.com.  

 

If one of Tim's lawyers actually was the one that brought up scam.com in court. That would be 

the stupidest thing ever to do.  

 

Because this Thread has Highlighted many deceptive advertising and false claims that Tim 

Darnell has made.  

 

So I hope your lawyers are stupid enough to mention this in court. 

 

deepsouth 07-13-2006 08:07 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Before I joined AC and lost thousands of dollars, I did go to a few sites that offered reviews of 

business opportunities / MLM programs. Unfortunately for me, I didn't find scam.com before I 

joined. 

 

Some of these sites were pretty neutral on AC. In fact, here's an example of one of the reviews 

that I read before I joined AC: 

 

 

 

Advantage Conferences 

 

Advantage Conferences business system is specifically designed to make you serious money 

ethically, legally and uniquely. The Millionaire Mindset Income Producing System 

introduced in the Advantage Conferences system is a dynamic automated method that is 

effective at bringing strong cash flow in a consistent regular basis.  

 

Advantage Conferences is a professional, educational products marketing organization. 

The company is a privately owned LLC, founded and chartered in June 2003 by Tim 

Darnell. The purpose of this company is to distribute positive Personal Development, 

inspirational, motivational, and instructional materials into the marketplace aiming to 

improve the customers’ lives. 

 

Advantage Conferences products are available through independent Advantage 

Conferences representatives. The products include The Messenger, The Brilliant Business 

Collection, The Quarterly Teaching Series, and Your Virtual Vault.  

 



The highly unique product of Advantage Conferences pays a whopping $7000 commission 

on every transaction. The exclusive and trademarked marketing method of Advantage 

Conferences locates thousands of highly interested candidates for you along with delivering 

all the information they need to know without you having to say a single word to a single 

person. Transactions are finalized with the professionals of Advantage Conferences for 

you. All you need to provide is absolute belief in yourself, commitment to follow simple 

instructions and resourcefulness and desire to get your business started quickly.  

 

Advantage Conferences marketing is not MLM. It is a realistic ability to make $7000 over 

and over again. The business is a genuine potential for immediate and long-term cash flow. 

You have the ability to work part time or full time. You don’t require previous marketing, 

Internet, or sales experience to start with Advantage Conferences. 
 

Notice! We have spent nearly six figures testing and reviewing opportunities and money 

making strategies. Whether it's stock market investing, real estate investing, internet 

marketing, direct mail, MLM, or buying a franchise, we've been scammed, cheated, and lied 

to! It took testing hundreds of opportunities to find out what works and what doesn't. If you 

want to find out what is making us an excellent income from home then click here now to 

check out our #1 rated exclusive opportunity. 
 

After reading this, I thought I had a fairly objective review. It may be necessary for me to give 

credit (or lack thereof) to the site offering it's review -- Alwaysreview.com -- so I will. 

 

I went to a few of other sites that offered reviews thinking they'd be fair and objective. However, 

I should have realized that some of the review sites are really just fronts for marketing other 

business opportunities / MLM programs. I don't believe a lot of these guys do much homework. I 

believe they just put something up to look legitimate while trying to promote their business 

opportunity / MLM program. 

 

I bring this to up because there will probably be others that don't find this site. If you know of 

any other sites offering reviews, please try to post your comments so others won't be harmed by 

AC. Hopefully, you can direct them to this thread. 

 

The information in this thread would certainly make someone think at least twice before joining 

AC. Those of us on this thread know there are a lot of red flags concerning AC but there's a lot 

of others that haven't read this thread. Hopefully, those reviewing AC will find this site before 

joining. Let's try to get the word out about this site. It would have saved me and others like me 

thousands of dollars if we had read it before joining AC. 

 

deepsouth 07-13-2006 08:49 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Here's a review of AC that I found on another site before joining AC. Again, I wish I had found 

this site before wasting my hard-earned money with AC. These reviews sound almost as if they 



were written by people with AC. 

 

 

Sorry, I had to delete this review. I read the website's legal statement and they don't allow 

me to post it. Clearly, there were inaccurate statements in the review. 
 

 

Again, I am only posting this because others may find these reviews and consider them thorough, 

fair and objective. I don't believe there's been a lot of homework by some of these guys. Just my 

opinion. 

 

Unfortunately for me, I found these reviews instead of this site. I hope others will try to get the 

word out about this thread because there will probably be others that don't find it. I hate seeing 

people being mislead and I don't want to see them lose their good hard-earned money without 

thoroughly reviewing this so-called opportunity. 

 

I feel like a fool for joining AC and losing my hard-earned money. I hope the two reviews that 

I've posted will help others understand how I was misguided into joining AC. Clearly, I did try to 

do some research on the company before I joined. Unfortunately, I didn't find scam.com before I 

flushed my money with AC. 

 

Phinnly Slash Buster 07-13-2006 02:55 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by deepsouth  

Here's a review of AC that I found on another site before joining AC. Again, I wish I had found 

this site before wasting my hard-earned money with AC. These reviews sound almost as if they 

were written by people with AC. 

 

 

Sorry, I had to delete this review. I read the website's legal statement and they don't allow me 

to post it. Clearly, there were inaccurate statements in the review. 
 

 

Again, I am only posting this because others may find these reviews and consider them 

thorough, fair and objective. I don't believe there's been a lot of homework by some of these 

guys. Just my opinion. 

 

Unfortunately for me, I found these reviews instead of this site. I hope others will try to get the 

word out about this thread because there will probably be others that don't find it. I hate seeing 

people being mislead and I don't want to see them lose their good hard-earned money without 



thoroughly reviewing this so-called opportunity. 

 

I feel like a fool for joining AC and losing my hard-earned money. I hope the two reviews that 

I've posted will help others understand how I was misguided into joining AC. Clearly, I did try 

to do some research on the company before I joined. Unfortunately, I didn't find scam.com 

before I flushed my money with AC. 

 

Due Diligence!! But it has become more difficult for comsumers to shift through all the BS 

lately. There is just so much of it. 

 

Scam Industry groups, Fake company ‘reviews’, sham testimonials are common. Fake referrals 

are also often used by principals or promoters of a scam. I have read some detail of recent 

prosecutions at the FTC site and found in almost every case one or all of these ploys were used 

to con new investors in a business op/MLM scam. 

 

Another disturbing trend: Phony Consumer Watch Dog Organizations. 

Very Often they claim to be doing the same job as Orgs. like the BBB. Rating company 

performance and logging customer complaints.  

In fact they are either part of the scam or function as a protection racket, collecting fees from 

scam companies to insure that they will always publish good news and ditch any consumer 

complaints. 

Two such Orgs. have threads at this site: 

FBAA [US]  

FTA [UK] 

 

deepsouth 07-13-2006 09:49 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Phinnly Slash Buster  

Due Diligence!! But it has become more difficult for comsumers to shift through all the BS 

lately. There is just so much of it. 

 

Scam Industry groups, Fake company ‘reviews’, sham testimonials are common. Fake referrals 

are also often used by principals or promoters of a scam. I have read some detail of recent 

prosecutions at the FTC site and found in almost every case one or all of these ploys were used 

to con new investors in a business op/MLM scam. 

 

Another disturbing trend: Phony Consumer Watch Dog Organizations. 

Very Often they claim to be doing the same job as Orgs. like the BBB. Rating company 

performance and logging customer complaints.  

In fact they are either part of the scam or function as a protection racket, collecting fees from 



scam companies to insure that they will always publish good news and ditch any consumer 

complaints. 

Two such Orgs. have threads at this site: 

FBAA [US]  

FTA [UK] 

 

Well, I was new to this business opportunity / MLM game and I got burned. The reviews that I 

read were useless and cost me a lot of money. 

 

There were some very inaccurate statements in some of the reviews that I read. In fact, the 

reviews almost sound as if the information was provided directly by someone affiliated with 

Advantage Conferences. 

 

I thought I was doing my due diligence by reading up on reviews for Advantage Conferences. 

The review sites come across as legitimate. Instead, I got burned. 

 

I hope others will read this thread about Advantage Conferences before they get burned like I 

did. :( 

 

deepsouth 07-13-2006 10:12 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Run and hide? No, it is called adding value to society and building a business vs. spending time 

with the hate-filled, anti-home business, and anti-Christian folks here. You should try it 

sometime. I associate with those making it happen, while others watch it happen, and you and 

your little friends here deny it is happening.  
 

You are a product of the choices that you make. You are a perfect example of why folks need to 

work on their mindset, IF they are going change their results. 

 

Honestly, how about talking about your results over the last 30 days? Unless you're at or near the 

top of their food-chain, I doubt you've received many $7000 checks over the last 30 days. 

 

You should also know this: How many people that you've signed up are making money? What is 

the percentage of people that you've signed up that are NOW making money? These are VERY 

SIMPLE QUESTIONS. Let's try a simple answers without being evasive. 
 

By the way, I have been getting private messages from others that have lost their hard-earned 

money with AC. I am certainly not the only one. Some of the emails that I've received are rather 

sad. I feel very sorry for some of these people. 



 

Additionally, there's no need to question my faith in God. I can assure you, however, that I don't 

have faith in AC. My Christianity is one of the reasons that I cannot promote AC. I cannot 

promote something that I do not believe in. I don't want to see others get harmed by AC like I 

did. 

 

You can keep pumping your sunshine. I, on the other hand, want no part of watching people lose 

their hard-earned money. I would feel like I am bilking them. 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-13-2006 11:33 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

DeepSouth, what MMC did you attend and how long were you actually building your business?  

 

It is unfortunate that people that claim to be victims are folks that measure their success in weeks 

or months. There are thousands of lawsuits against Subway by franchisees. Is that a scam now? 

So sad and my only hope and prayer is that you find something that you can be consistent with 

over the next several years. That is the only way you will be successful in life. 

 

Victimhood is alive and well on this thread, although I have not heard from one person who 

actively built their business and who actually attended the MMC here on this thread. There are 

plenty of people to have a pity party with who live in scarcity or "scared city" on this thread. My 

best to you and sorry it was not a good fit for you. 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-13-2006 11:39 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Amazing that even someone like Vamapega who has shown a balanced approach, even though 

we will disagree on value and some conclusions, he/she is shouted down, teamed up on and 

driven away. It speaks volumes on the agenda and bias on this site. Off to build my business in 

peace and joy and DeepSouth, our business has never been better and I receive muliple $7,000 

checks monthly now. Thanks for asking. 

 

Wishyouknew 07-14-2006 12:56 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Yes, Deepsouth, I have received those same private messages from others that have been victims 

of this scam.  

It is very sad.  

Many of these people have no business droping $10,000 and of course when Tim Darnell sees 

money signs he does not care about them at all. 



 

Soapboxdad displays the same careless attitude that Tim Darnell does. Calling all who disagree 

or people who get out of Advantage Conferences "people who throw pity parties", people with 

mental illness, and people that can not be successful.  

 

 

Soapboxdad, did you ever stop and think that these people you are refering to are people who 

want to be honest, ethical, don't want to scam others and those who feel they have been lied to. 

Maybe they are tired of Tim Darnells lies and deception.  

 

I pray for you and Tim Darnell that he will shut Advantage Conferences down before others get 

hurt. 

 

SoapBoxDad 07-14-2006 02:09 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Wishyouknew, you get the idiotic post of the day again. Congratulations and may God bless you. 
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